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A retired FBI serial killer hunter who solved every case but one. A flawless record apart from one

elusive killer who got away. No clues, no motive, no logical connection between the victims. Until

now.
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Very short story. This is not your typical all the answers at the end "mystery." If you need closure

this is not the story for you. I did enjoy the story and was shocked when it just ended. That being

said, I did enjoy the commentary about some of the stupid people on game shows, so true.

A retired investigator is bothered by the serial killer he wasn't able to catch. He could not figure out

what these victims had in common or why they were selected to be killed. This story was keeping

my interest right up until it suddenly ended in a cliffhanger.

On retiring from the Serial Killer Unit of the FBI, our narrator finds himself at a loose end. But he's



got that one cold case that still haunts him. They have fingerprints and even a description, but what

is the killer's motive behind these seemingly unrelated murders?The narrator has a great

conversational tone that makes us feel like he is speaking directly to us, and he provides just

enough interesting details about his job to keep us wanting more. This is a clever story that

highlights the power of serendipity. And it just goes to show that it's not about the result, it's all

about the thrill of the chase.Full blog post (25 August): [...]

Even I know that Marilyn Monroe wasnâ€™t called The Duke. However, I didnâ€™t do too well with

â€œWhat candy bar did the Simpsons promote?â€• when I was a contestant in Who Wants to Be a

Millionaire in Florida. Having got that confession out of the way, I thoroughly enjoyed the journey as

the retired Investigator looks for the links and the killer.

I think the book is short and entertaining. If you want a book that will make you laugh and will make

you excite then this book is good for you. I was really entertained by the story however, I think the

book is just too short for my liking.

The joke is on us. I did not pay attention to the number of pages of this "book." I did enjoy reading

the 11 pages. I suppose leaving us wanting more is a good thing, as I will look for longer books by

Duncan Whitehead.

Quiz Show has a premise you've heard of before: "A retired FBI serial killer hunter who solved every

case but one." But if you've read one of Whitehead's books before you know you aren't going to get

the typical cookie cutter story. This is dark comedy at its best. I loved this take on the genre and

would love to see a spin-off.

This is a real crime drama book. I really loved reading it. It has so much tension and plot twists

involved, really keeps your attention on alert.A very nice plot flow and characters are also very well

developed.
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